Talent@GW – Performance

Follow the steps in bold to launch your Quarterly Check In in Talent@GW.

Login

1. Login at go.gwu.edu/Talent@GW with your GW email address and password.

Welcome Page

Once you complete Step 3 and select Complete Quarterly Check In, you will be taken the Overview page and can begin your Check In (next page).
Start Your Check In

Follow the **steps in bold** to begin your Check-in in Talent@GW.

---

If you have questions about Performance management in Talent@GW, the FAQs are a great place to start.

---

The percent in the progress wheel will increase as sections of the Check In are completed.

---

Read through the steps to familiarize yourself with the process and timeline.

---

Review Step Progression shows you where the review currently is in the process. Once a step is completed, the circle around the check mark will be shaded blue.

---

2. Select Get Started to begin your Check In.